Ralph Publicover
Select Committee on Communications
House of Lords
London
SW1A 0PW

re: digital switchover of radio

Dear Mr Publicover
I am pleased to offer evidence as an individual on the issue of digital
switchover of radio broadcasting in the United Kingdom. I have attached a
detailed presentation entitled ‘Digital Radio In The UK: Progress &
Challenges’ which the European Broadcasting Union commissioned for me to
present to its Digital Radio Conference in Tunis in June 2009. An executive
summary follows.

I believe that complete digital switchover is unlikely to ever happen to
UK radio. This is due to a combination of factors:
•
•
•

The characteristics of radio make the logistics of switchover a very
different proposition to the television medium
The robustness of the existing analogue FM radio broadcasting system
Shortcomings of the digital broadcast system, ‘Digital Audio Broadcasting’
[DAB], that is intended to replace analogue radio broadcasting in the UK.

I will elaborate on these issues more specifically:
1.
Existing FM radio coverage is robust with close to universal
coverage
• 50 years’ development and investment has resulted in FM providing robust
radio coverage to 98.5% of the UK population
2.
No alternative usage is proposed for FM or AM radio spectrum
• Ofcom has proposed no alternate purpose for vacated spectrum
• There is no proposed spectrum auction to benefit the Treasury
3.
FM/AM radio already provides substantial consumer choice
• Unlike analogue television, consumers are already offered a wide choice
of content on analogue radio
• 14 analogue radio stations are available to the average UK consumer (29
stations in London), according to Ofcom research
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4.
FM is a cheaper transmission system for small, local radio
stations
• FM is a cheaper, more efficient broadcast technology for small, local radio
stations than DAB
• A single FM transmitter can serve a coverage area of 10 to 30 miles radius
5.
Consumers are very satisfied with their existing choice of radio
• 91% of UK consumers are satisfied with the choice of radio stations in their
area, according to Ofcom research
• 69% of UK consumers only listen to one or two different radio stations in
an average week, according to Ofcom research
6.
Sales of radio receivers are in overall decline in the UK
• Consumer sales of traditional radio receivers are in long-term decline in
the UK, according to GfK research
• Consumers are increasingly purchasing integrated media devices (mp3
players, mobile phones, SatNav) that include radio reception
7.
‘FM’ is the global standard for radio in mobile devices
• FM radio is the standard broadcast receiver in the global mobile phone
market
• Not one mobile phone is on sale in the UK that incorporates DAB radio
8.
The large volume of analogue radio receivers in UK households
will not be quickly replaced
• Most households have one analogue television to replace, whereas the
average household has more than 5 analogue radios
• The natural replacement cycle for a radio receiver is more than ten years
9.
Lack of consumer awareness of DAB radio
• Ofcom said the results of its market research “highlights the continued lack
of awareness among consumers of ways of accessing digital radio”
10.
Low consumer interest in purchasing DAB radio receivers
• Only 16% of consumers intend to purchase a DAB radio in the next 12
months, according to Ofcom research
• 78% of radio receivers purchased by consumers in the UK (8m units per
annum) are analogue (FM/AM) and do not include DAB, according to GfK
data
11
Sales volumes of DAB radio receivers are in decline
• UK sales volumes of DAB radios have declined year-on-year in three
consecutive quarters in 2008/9, according to GfK data
12.
DAB radio offers poorer quality reception than FM radio
• The DAB transmission network was optimised to be received in-car, rather
than in-buildings
• Consumer DAB reception remains poor in urban areas, in offices, in
houses and in basements, compared to FM
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13.
No common geographical coverage delivered by DAB multiplexes
• Consumers may receive only some DAB radio stations, because
geographical coverage varies by multiplex owner
14.
Increased content choice for consumers is largely illusory
• The majority of content available on DAB radio duplicates stations already
available on analogue radio
15.
Digital radio content is not proving attractive to consumers
• Only 5% of commercial radio listening is to digital-only radio stations,
according to RAJAR research
• 74% of commercial radio listening on digital platforms is to existing
analogue radio stations, according to RAJAR research
16.
Consumer choice of exclusive digital radio content is shrinking
• The majority of national commercial digital radio stations have closed due
to lack of listening and low revenues
• After ten years of DAB in the UK, no digital radio station yet generates an
operating profit
17.
Minimal DAB radio listening out-of-home
• Most DAB radio listening is in-home, and DAB is not impacting the 37% of
radio listening out-of-home
• Less than 1% of cars have DAB radios fitted, according to DRWG data
18.
DAB radio has limited appeal to young people
• Only 18% of DAB radio receiver owners are under the age of 35,
according to DRDB data
• DAB take-up in the youth market is essential to foster usage and loyalty
19.
DAB multiplex roll-out timetable has been delayed
• New DAB local multiplexes licensed by Ofcom between 2007 and 2009
have yet to launch
• DAB launch delays undermine consumer confidence
20.
Legacy DAB receivers cannot be upgraded
• Almost none of the 10m DAB radio receivers sold in the UK can be
upgraded to the newer DAB+ transmission standard
• Neither can UK receivers be used to receive the digital radio systems
implemented in other European countries (notably France)
21.
DAB/FM combination radio receivers have become the norm
• 95% of DAB radio receivers on sale in the UK also incorporate FM radio
• 9m FM radios are added annually to the UK consumer stock (plus millions
of FM radios in mobile devices), compared to 2m DAB radios, according to
GfK data
22.

DAB carriage costs are too high
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•
•

Carriage costs of the DAB platform remain too costly for content owners to
offer new, commercially viable radio services, compared to FM
Unused capacity exits on DAB multiplexes, narrowing consumer choice

23.
DAB investment is proving too costly for the radio industry
• The UK radio industry is estimated to have spent more than £700m on
DAB transmission costs and content in the last ten years
• The UK commercial radio sector is no longer profitable, partly as a result of
having diverted its operating profits to DAB
24.
DAB is not a globally implemented standard
• DAB is not the digital radio transmission standard used in the most
commercially significant global markets (notably the United States)
These factors make it unlikely that a complete switchover to DAB digital
terrestrial transmission will happen for radio in the UK.
With television, there existed consumer dissatisfaction with the limited choice
of content available from the four or five available analogue terrestrial
channels. This was evidenced by consumer willingness to pay subscriptions
for exclusive content delivered by satellite. Consumer choice has been
extended greatly by the Freeview digital terrestrial channels, many of which
are available free, and the required hardware is low-cost.
Ofcom research demonstrates that there is little dissatisfaction with the choice
of radio content available from analogue terrestrial channels, and there is no
evidence of consumer willingness to pay for exclusive radio content.
Consequently, the radio industry has proven unable to offer content on DAB of
sufficient appeal to persuade consumers to purchase relatively high-cost DAB
hardware in anywhere near as substantial numbers as they have purchased
Freeview digital television boxes.
Additionally, it has taken far too long to bring DAB radio to the consumer
market, and its window of opportunity for mass take-up has probably passed.
Technological development of DAB was started in 1981, but the system was
not demonstrated publicly in the UK until 1993 and not implemented for the
consumer market until 1999. In the meantime, the internet has expanded to
offer UK consumers a much wider choice of radio content than is available
from DAB.
In this sense, DAB radio can be viewed as an ‘interim’ technology (similar to
the VHS videocassette) offering consumers a bridge between a low-tech past
and a relatively high-tech future. If DAB radio had been rolled out in the early
1990s, it might have gained sufficient momentum by now to replace FM radio
in the UK. However, in the consumer’s eyes, the appeal of DAB now
represents a very marginal ‘upgrade’ to FM radio. Whereas, the wealth of
radio content that is now available online is proving far more exciting.
The strategic mistake of the UK radio industry in deciding to invest heavily in
DAB radio was its inherent belief in the mantra ‘build it and they will come.’
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Because the radio industry has habitually offered content delivered to the
consumer ‘free’ at the point of consumption, it failed to understand that, to
motivate consumers sufficiently to purchase relatively expensive DAB radio
hardware would necessitate a high-profile, integrated marketing campaign.
Worse, the commercial radio sector believed that compelling digital content
could be added ‘later’ to DAB radio, once sufficient listeners had bought the
hardware, rather than content being the cornerstone of the sector’s digital
offerings from the outset.
In my opinion, the likely outcome is that FM radio (supplemented in the UK by
AM and Long Wave) will continue to be the dominant radio broadcast
technology. For those consumers who seek more specialised content or timeshifted programmes, the internet will offer them what they require, delivered to
a growing range of listening opportunities integrated into all sorts of
communication devices. In this way, the future will continue to be FM radio for
everyday consumer purposes, with personal consumer choice extended
significantly by the internet.
I hope that my evidence proves useful in your deliberations. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely

GRANT GODDARD
21 January 2010

Biographical note:
Grant Goddard is an independent media analyst specialising in the radio
broadcast sector with three decades’ experience as a manager and consultant
in the broadcast and music industries. Mr Goddard has launched successful,
large-scale commercial radio stations in the UK, Europe and Asia. He
contributed substantially to the Digital Britain report on the regulation of local
commercial radio, and was called to give evidence to the most recent
Competition Commission inquiry into commercial radio.
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